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Potraviny Danko - Proposed Conditions 

 

1. Saman Ali Faiak and Nadia Ali Omar will have nothing to do with the management or 

operation of the premises, nor will they work or be employed at the premises. Neither shall 

any of the said persons receive any form of benefit - financial or otherwise - from the 

operation of the premises, save for the payment of the purchase price provided for in the 

purchase agreement. 

2. No alcohol or tobacco products will be purchased from unknown sources such as itinerant 
traders “cold callers” at premises. A notice shall be displayed close to the entrance to the 
premises (either on a shop window or door) which clearly indicates that alcohol and tobacco 
products will not be purchased from “cold callers” visiting the premises. 

3. All alcohol and tobacco products will be purchased from the bona fida wholesaler. All such 
purchases will be accompanied with official invoices which will allow full traceability through 
the supply chain alongside any applicable AWRS scheme number for that supplier. Invoices 
will be retained on the premises for a minimum of six months and will be provided on 
request to a police officer authorised officer of Leeds City Council. 

4. The premises licence holder and/or the designated premises supervisor will ensure that all 
staff are instructed and trained on the subject of illicit alcohol and tobacco products, 
including periodic refresher training. Records of the training will be made and kept up to 
date and checked on a regular basis by the premises licence holder and/or designated 
premises supervisor. 

5. The PLH/DPS will ensure a weekly check on the CCTV to ensure that it is operating correctly 
and that images are held for a minimum of 31 days. This check will be recorded in a register 
and signed by the PLH/DPS or senior member of management staff. The register will be 
shown on request to an authorised officer of the Police or Licensing Authority. 

6. All staff deployed in the serving of alcohol and for managing admission to age restricted 
premises shall be trained on the correct procedures for age verification, the prevention of 
proxy sales, the prevention of sales to those who appear intoxicated and for dealing with 
false and any surrendered identification documents. 

7. There shall be a register for the recording of all alcohol sale refusals, including attempted 
under-age sales, proxy sales and refusals to those who appear intoxicated. Details to be 
recorded shall include the date, time, name if known, physical description of the person, the 
reasons, and staff involved and whether CCTV of the incident is available.  Any identification 
document coming into the possession of a member of staff including security staff shall be 
recorded in the register, including the name of the person/name on the identification 
document. The register shall be available for immediate inspection by any authorised officer 
of the responsible authorities and shall be securely retained by the licence holder for a for a 
period of 12 months from the date of the last entry. 

8. Challenge 25 Age Verification Signage will be displayed prominently at the premises. 
9. All cans and bottles of beer, lager and cider, as well as, bottles of spirits of 70cl or less stored 

and sold at the store will be marked to identify the shop as agreed by West Yorkshire police. 
10. The premises licence holder shall not sell single cans or multipacks of "super strength" beer, 

lager or cider with an alcohol content of 6.5% ABV (alcohol by volume) or greater. This 
restriction is disapplied in respect of specialist branded, premium priced products - for 
example craft ales, local or microbrewery specialist product, boxed gifts or national 
celebratory/commemorative beer, lager or cider with an alcohol content of 6.5% ABV or 
greater.  

11. There will be no sale of cider of 7.5% ABV (alcohol by volume) in 1, 2 or 3 litre plastic bottles. 
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12. There shall be no internal window displays or external window displays, posters, 
advertisements or other imagery depicting or referring to alcohol and neither shall any such 
displays, posters, advertisements or other imagery be placed on the shop frontage or in 
front of the premises. 
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WITNESS STATEMENT 
(CJ Act 1967. s. 9, MC Act 1980, s.s.5A (3a) and 5B MC Rules 1981, r70) 

 
         Statement of: Darrell  

 
 

       Age if under 18: Over 18     
       (over 18 insert “over 18”) 

 
 
 
 

Occupation: Licensing and Security 
                            Compliance Consultant 

 
 
        This statement (consisting of 3 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge 

and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution 
if I have wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false or do not believe to be true. 

 
           Dated the 14th March 2024 
 
           Signature:  D  

 

  
       This report has been produced in relation to an investigation pertaining to a Licensing Hearing 

for Potraviny Danko, 39 Compton Road, Leeds, LS9 7BJ.   
 
        Qualifications and Experience 
 
1. I am an independent licensing consultant and a former Police Inspector, having completed 30 

years’ service with the Greater Manchester Police in a variety of uniform and non-uniformed 
roles.  

2. The longest period of attachment to a department was between 1998 and 2006 when I 
performed the role of Force Licensing Inspector. This role involved the supervision of 12 
divisional licensing officers, tasking and management of a covert licensing unit comprising a 
sergeant and six constables, developing force policy and enforcement in relation to all licensed 
units and employment and briefing of a licensing solicitor to act on behalf of the force in more 
complex licensing hearings. 

3. During the period as the Force Licensing Inspector, I was responsible for the good conduct of 
outlets involved in selling alcohol but also those that provided gambling, betting and bingo 
facilities. I have represented Greater Manchester Police at Magistrates’ Court hearings, Crown 
Court Appeals, The High Court and Council Licensing Committee hearings to oppose unsuitable 
applications and to take enforcement action against those premises whose standards had fallen 
below an acceptable level. I was responsible for the Force’s response to support the 
Government led Alcohol Misuse Enforcement Campaigns (AMEC) which was highly acclaimed 
for reducing alcohol related crime and disorder. 

4. Throughout my period in the central licensing role Assistant Chief Constable Robert Taylor, also 
from the Greater Manchester Police, was the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) lead 
spokesman on Alcohol and Licensing matters. As a result of this connection, I became 
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secretariat to the ACPO National Licensing officers’ group and National Licensing Forum (NLF). 
The latter group was comprised of trade organisations including the British Beer and Pub 
Association, Retail Trade Consortium, Business in Sport and Leisure, Magistrates Association, 
Justices Clerks Society, Local Government Association, Home Office, and Department for 
Culture, Media and Sport. During the period above, these groups scrutinised and made 
recommendations for amendments to the proposed Green and White papers, which were 
subsequently presented to the House of Commons as the Licensing Act 2003. 

5. In 2006 on leaving the Central Licensing Unit I received a Chief Officer’s Commendation, 
recognising the contribution I had made to licensing enforcement across Greater Manchester, 
particularly in relation to my leadership and commitment shown in developing force policy and 
training in response to the Licensing Act 2003.  

6. Between 2006 and my retirement from the Greater Manchester Police in December 2010 I took 
up the role of Neighbourhood Inspector for the town of Heywood on the Rochdale division. I 
continued to work with the licensed trade in that area to improve safety in and around licensed 
premises and reduce crime and disorder. I was chairperson of the Heywood Pub Watch and 
closed several premises in the town that failed in their licensing objectives using my powers 
under the Licensing Act 2003 and subsequent amendments.  

7. In recent years I have continued my professional development regarding licensing knowledge 
by taking and passing the National Licensees Certificate and National Door Supervisors courses. 
This enabled me both to successfully apply for a Personal Licence and to become approved by 
the Security Industry Authority (SIA) as a front line operative. In September 2011 I successfully 
applied to become a nominated tutor with the British Institute of Inn keeping enabling me to 
carry out training in the award for responsible alcohol retailing and the award for personal 
licence holders which are National Vocational Qualifications. Annually and lately in February 
2023 I attended a Licensing Seminar to update solicitors, council officers and practitioners on 
licensing changes. 

8. Since January 2011 I have worked in a consultancy role with licensed premises in Basingstoke, 
Bedford, Birmingham, Blackpool, Brighton, Bristol, Bromsgrove, Canterbury, Cardiff, Chester, 
Derby, Guildford, Harrogate, Huddersfield, Lancaster, Leeds, Lincoln, London, Manchester, 
Mildenhall, Newcastle, Nottingham, Preston, Sheffield, Skipton, St. Helens, Stratford, Trafford, 
Watford, Worcester and York, producing strategies aimed at reducing crime and disorder in and 
around venues. In addition to conducting investigations on behalf of operators I have also been 
engaged by Camden LBC and residents in Cardiff, Chester, Newcastle and York to conduct 
observations and reports on licensed venues. I would estimate that since January 2011 I have 
visited more than 2,000 premises licensed under the Licensing Act 2003. In all these cases I 
believe that I have been able to make a positive impact on the licensing objectives. Only one 
venue has subsequently suffered a second review application following my guidance. This 
venue continues to operate following further interventions being made. 

9. I am experienced in the production of independent written reports and giving evidence before 
Licensing Sub-Committees and Magistrates’ Courts. It is important to stress that in carrying out 
this work, I act independently, record what I see and express my own opinions. I am aware that 
my primary role and duty is to assist the Licensing sub-committee in reaching its decision. 
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Report 
10.  I attended at Potraviny Danko at 1430 on the 14th March 2024 to conduct staff training. Present 

at the training were: Ziad  (applicant); Kambiz  (Designated Premises 
Supervisor); Klaudia (shop assistant), Adina  (shop assistant), Cristina  
(shop assistant) and Hersh  (shop assistant). 
 

11. Training was given on the BII Award for Responsible Alcohol Retailing, Vulnerability (see 
attached recommendation), Conflict management, Illicit Goods. Crime Scene Management and 
Counter Terrorism training. 

 

12. Specific attention was given to the Under Age Sales, selling to drunks and illicit goods training, 
due to the local issues in respect of these.  
 

13. Whilst at the store I viewed the CCTV system (5 cameras) which covered the whole shop, front 
and rear entrances, and till area. Recordings were only available from the 22nd February 2024 
when a service of the CCTV system took place due to a fault being discovered on the weekly 
CCTV check. I have seen a copy of a receipt to confirm the date when this service was conducted. 
The time and date display were correct. 
 

14. The current transfer of the Premises Licence and authorisation for the sale of alcohol were 
displayed. Other signage displayed related to Challenge 25, No cold callers selling alcohol or 
tobacco, Street drinking ban, selling to drunks and selling to under age. (see photographs 1-6 
taken at the time of the visit). 
 

15. I also viewed the refusals/ incident log which recorded 8 recent incidents when requests for 
alcohol had been refused. Three occasions when the purchasers appeared drunk, four occasions 
when it was suspected that the purchasers were from a group of nearby street drinkers and 
one occasion for under age. 

 

16. In addition to the current notices, signage should also be displayed in respect of: 
-CCTV in operation 
-No smoking 
 
 

 
         Darrell  
         Licensing and Security Consultant 
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HSSE Incident Details Page 1

Run By : Mark Gartside 08-03-2024 19:20:42 Greenwich Mean Time

Report Title: HSSE Incident Details

Run Date and Time: 08-03-2024 19:20:42 Greenwich Mean Time

Run by: Mark Gartside

Table Name: x_biea2_hsse_incident

HSSE Incident

Incident Number: HSSE0134757

Caller:

Incident Location: GB-RET-C1073

Incident Location Street: Coral Shop 1073 

41 Compton Road

Incident Location City: LEEDS

Incident Location Zip / Postal Code: LS9 7BJ

Incident Location Phone:

Incident Location Secondary Phone:

Is at least one of the shop telephone 

numbers correct?:

Yes

What is the correct shop telephone 

number?:

Incident Date and Time: 08-03-2024 15:11:28

Incident Type: Incident

Incident Category: Local Area Report

Incident Sub-Category: Security Intelligence

Incident Severity: Low

Override default incident severity?: false

Number of people involved:

Single scheduling at time of incident?: false

Report linked to a known or suspected 

conman?:

Gang:

Conman:

Status: Open

Created: 08-03-2024 15:32:14

Created by:

Closed:

Closed by:

Closure Duration:

Persons recorded:

Report Sent: true

Incident Updated:

Incident Description:

- Since 08:30 this morning there has been an ongoing issue. 

- There is a large group of people drinking alcohol and smoking outside the shop. 

- The Police have been called and moved the group away once today. 

- The group has returned and is loitering outside.

Further Information

Emergency Service Status: Not required

Emergency Service Called By: Not required

Was EAP offered to colleagues?:

Injury Cause:

Please describe:

Cash Total Lost: $0.00

Cash Left in Shop: $0.00

Cash Total Recovered: $0.00
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HSSE Incident Details Page 2

Run By : Mark Gartside 08-03-2024 19:20:42 Greenwich Mean Time

Is the customer known to you/shop 

team?:

Entire safe and contents stolen: false

Failed attempt to steal safe and its 

contents:

false

Safe contents stolen by force: false

Safe contents stolen through use of 

safe code:

false

Intruder alarm activated:

Weapon Used:

Total number of suspects:

Does shop have a security screen?:

Was the electronic door lock on at the 

time of the incident?:

How many customers were in the 

shop at the time of the incident?:

Were the colleague(s) wearing a PPA 

device at the time of the incident?:

Did the offender/s gain entry behind 

the counter?:

How was the damage caused?:

What type of machine has been 

damaged?:

What part of the machine/s has been 

damaged?:

How many machines have been 

damaged?:

Colleague verbally abused?: false

Sexual comments made?: false

Racial comments made?: false

Derogatory comments made (eg. 

homophobic comments)?:

false

Colleague threatened?: false

Person(s) drunk?: false

Customer(s) arrested: false

Colleague(s) arrested: false

CCTV requested: false

Fire extinguisher used?: false

Fire type:

Shop Evacuated:

Is drug paraphernalia present?:

Was spitting involved?:

Any action required as a result of this 

visit?:

Confirm Police have been contacted 

by the shop:

false

Crime Reference Number:

Police force reported to:
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HSSE Incident Details Page 3

Run By : Mark Gartside 08-03-2024 19:20:42 Greenwich Mean Time

Currency and total amount: $0.00

Note Denominations:

Date and time on ticket:

How did the customer originally load 

the machine?:

How is the customer asking for funds 

to be returned?:

Has the customer been seen in this 

shop before?:

Is the customer a regular in the 

shop?:

Is the customer's name known?:

The customer's "Nom de Plume":

Customer description:

Has the customer triggered alerts in 

the past?:

Does the shop hold any money 

laundering concerns?:

Was a Connect or GRID account used 

in the preceding session?:

Connect/GRID Username/Card No:

The time the customer spent on the 

machine prior to ticket print:

Payment authorised?:

Who authorised the payment?:

Refer to AML team?:

Additional Comments:

Line Manager:

Base Office:

Did the offender use a debit card?: false

Transaction number or last 4 digits of 

the card:

Incident due to a stool or chair 

breaking?:

false

High & Critical Response

Incident report checked by:

Area Manager called:

ROM called:

Area Manager response:

No ROM for this location: false

ROM response:

Regional Director called:

RSM called:

RSI called:

Critical incident leader called:

High comms sent: false

RD Closure:

Regional Director response:

RSM response:

RSI response:

Critical incident leader response:
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HSSE Incident Details Page 4

Run By : Mark Gartside 08-03-2024 19:20:42 Greenwich Mean Time

Updates and History

Additional comments (Watch list):

Related List Title: HSSE Tasks List

Table Name: x_biea2_hsse_hsse_tasks

Query Condition: Incident = HSSE0134757 AND Task Type != Investigation

Sort Order: Action Assigned To in ascending order

None

Related List Title: HSSE Tasks List

Table Name: x_biea2_hsse_hsse_tasks

Query Condition: Incident = HSSE0134757 AND Task Type = Investigation

Sort Order: Action Assigned To in ascending order

None

Related List Title: HSSE Persons List

Table Name: x_biea2_hsse_persons

Query Condition: Related Incident = HSSE0134757

Sort Order: Person Number in ascending order

None

Related List Title: Attachment List

Table Name: sys_attachment

Query Condition: Table name = x_biea2_hsse_incident AND Table sys ID = 208fa771c3b08250a732bed9d00131a3

Sort Order: Created in ascending order

None

Related List Title: Attachment List

Table Name: sys_attachment

Query Condition: Table name in x_biea2_hsse_incident, x_biea2_hsse_hsse_tasks, x_biea2_hsse_persons AND Table sys ID in 

208fa771c3b08250a732bed9d00131a3

Sort Order: Created in ascending order

None
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HSSE Incident Details Page 5

Run By : Mark Gartside 08-03-2024 19:20:42 Greenwich Mean Time

Related List Title: HSSE Equipment Ordering List

Table Name: x_biea2_hsse_equipment_ordering

Query Condition: Related Incident = HSSE0134757

Sort Order: Created by in ascending order

None
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WEST YORKSHIRE POLICE

Page 1 of 2 OFFICIAL  (when complete)

WITNESS STATEMENT
(Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980, S.5B;

Criminal Procedure Rules, Rule 16. 2)

NICHE Ref No: 13230111819
Statement of: 
Age (if under 18): N/A

This statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered
in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be
false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature Date: 08-03-2024

I am the above named person residing at the address stated overleaf.
 
I currently for ENTAIN GROUP who cover LADBROOKES and CORAL BOOKMAKERS. My
current role is a , which I have done for the last seven years.
My role is to ensure safety of the colleagues, health and safety and risk assessments for our
licenses.
 
I am making this statement in relation to CORAL BOOKMAKERS at 41 COMPTON ROAD,
LEEDS which I have covered on and off for the last seven years.
 
This shop in particular is one of focus shops, which is a shop we pay more attention to due to the
link with anti social behaviour. I would say during my seven years tenure this shop has also had
issues with anti social behaviour which is predominately linked to street drinking which occurs in
the alleyway near the shop.
 
This has a knock on effect with that staff. Due to issues of street drinkers coming in regularly
being abusive, we get a lot of staff who refuse to cover that store or quit because of the constant
abuse.
 
This issue is mainly facilitated by two licensed premises on the same street, POTRAVINY
DANKO and MAMA ROSE who are both on COMPTON ROAD also.
 
Staff members have confirmed to me that regular street drinkers will attend as soon as the shop
opens at 0830 hours, buying alcohol from either of these licensed premises and then attending
the bookmakers.
 

Signature Date: 08-03-2024

Statement started: 08-03-2024 14:36 Statement completed: 08-03-2024 15:21

Page 1 of 2 OFFICIAL  (when complete) MG11
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Page 2 of 2 OFFICIAL  (when complete)

NICHE Ref No: 13230111819 Statement of: 

I have been made aware recently that both licensed premises have had their licenses revoked
despite this they still continue to sell alcohol irresponsible to street drinkers who cause misery to
our shop staff. It is extremely unfair that my colleagues have to work under constant duress,
which is a direct cause of irresponsible alcohol sales.
 
For example, the most recent incident reported via a safety manager centre, which I received a
report for was today when the  an issue where a known street drinker had
bought alcohol from POTRAVINY DANKO and has then been abusive towards colleagues in the
store.
 
I have been made by the police about the ongoing issues with anti social behaviour and licensed
premises. Whilst I appreciate both POTRAVINY DANKO and MAMA ROSE are businesses in
their own right, they are clearly facilitating the issue of street drinking on the street and
surrounding areas which causes regular issues with CORAL BOOKMAKERS.
 
I have provided PS ELLIS a spreadsheet of anti social behaviour related to alcohol from the shop
over the last year. I shall exhibit it as  if required as evidence.
 
I am happy to provide more information if required.

Signature Date: 08-03-2024

Signature Date: 08-03-2024

Statement started: 08-03-2024 14:36 Statement completed: 08-03-2024 15:21

Page 2 of 2 OFFICIAL  (when complete) MG11
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NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED   
 
 

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED  

            Leeds District Licensing Department 

 
 
 
 
Leeds District Licensing Department 
Leeds District HQ 
Elland Road 
Leeds 
LS11 8BU 
  

T:   0113 –    
E:  
W: www.westyorkshire.police.uk    

18th March 2024 
 
 
Entertainment Licensing Section  
Leeds City Council 
Civic Hall 
Leeds  
LS1 1UR                      

 
 

OBJECTION NOTICE: 
VARY PREMISES LICENCE - DESIGNATED PREMISES SUPERVISOR: 

SECTION 37(5) & 37(6) LICENSING ACT 2003 
 

PREMISES: Potraviniy Danko 39 Compton Road Harehills Leeds 
                             PROPOSED PREMISES SUPERVISOR: Kambiz SAWJBLAGCHY 

 
I PC  CLIFFORD as a Leeds District Licensing Officer for West Yorkshire Police serve notice 
of objection to this application. 
  
If granted, West Yorkshire Police are satisfied that the exceptional circumstances of the case would 
undermine the crime prevention objective, for the following reasons: 
 
Potraviny Danko was recently involved in a licensing review in which it had its licence revoked by the 
presiding subcommittee. 
This was on the strength of evidence provided by responsible authorities showing persistent sales of 
illicit tobacco goods, some of which were hidden in a complex concealment, along with a history of 
licensing breaches.  
 
The proposed DPS in this case has a conviction for supplying illicit tobacco. 
 
Given the history of these premises who are shown to go to great lengths to hide their illegal activities 
and supply illicit tobacco, it would not be appropriate to have a DPS named at the premises who has a 
conviction for this very offence.  
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NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED   
 

 

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED   
 
 

Therefore, West Yorkshire Police would ask any presiding sub-committee at a hearing, to refuse 
this application outright with a view to promoting the licensing objectives.   
 
 
 
 
PC  CLIFFORD. 
Leeds District Licensing Officer. 
West Yorkshire Police.   
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From: Clifford, Andrew
To: Longfellow-Peniket, Samantha
Subject: Supplementary CCTV
Date: 18 March 2024 13:12:37

Hi Sam,
 
As discussed, I wish to submit some CCTV as supplementary evidence.
 
The footage belongs to Coral Bookmakers directly next door to Potraviny. As such I would not be
happy with a copy being served on Potraviny due to the footage belonging to Coral. I would have
requested this footage be exempt from public viewing but would be happy with the legal
representative of the shop viewing the footage in private session with members.
 
I’m not able to send the footage via email due to the file size so will have to bring it on the
morning of the hearing.
 

For clarity and transparency, the clips are from 8th March 2024. One is 7 minutes 6 seconds long
starting at 10:56:00, the second is 10 minutes 9 seconds long starting at 14:00:00.
 
The camera points at the front of Coral’s shop front and away from Potraviny but shows street
drinking directly outside Coral.
 
Regards
 
Andy
 
PC  CLIFFORD
Leeds District Licensing Department
Elland Road Police Station
 
This email transmission may contain confidential or legally privileged information and is
intended for the addressee(s) only. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure,
copying, distribution, retention or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail and any
attachment(s) is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this in error,
please use the reply function to notify us immediately and permanently delete the email
and any attachment(s) from your computer or electronic device. West Yorkshire Police
reserves the rights to routinely monitor incoming and outgoing e-mail messages and cannot
accept liability or responsibility for any errors or omissions in the content and, as internet
communications should not be considered as secure, for changes made to this message
after it was sent. Any views or opinions expressed in this message may not be those of the
West Yorkshire Police. This email was scanned for viruses by the West Yorkshire Polices'
anti-virus services and on leaving the Force was found to be virus and malware free. You
must take full responsibility for any subsequent virus or malware checking.
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